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In the last months of 1988, official relations between
the European Comm unfty and individual east Euro-
pean countries had been established, crowning a
long period of careful preparation. Before, indivi-
dual EC countries had already entered bi-lateral
agreements with east European countries, which
sometimes also included issues of education and
vocational training

When CEDEFOP decided in 1988 to produce docu-
mentation on the vocational training systems of
east European countries, nobody could have gues-
sed that developments in these countries would be
as radal as we witness them crow. The initial idea
indeed was quite modest: it was recognized how
little we actually know about the state and develop-
ments in vocational training of east European coun-
tries in a period that has seen an increased interest
for economic cooperation between them and the
European community. The time had come, there-
fore, for CEDEFOP to contribute its share by clo-
sing some of the information gaps that existed. We
hope that the present series of documentations on
Bulgaria. Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic
Republic, Hungary, Poland, and the Soviet Union
will add something to a better understanding of
these countries. The studies present the problems
of vocational training in view of developments in
technology, work organization and qualification
structures. Some of the studies are quite critical in
their analysis and they paint in certain respects a
dramatic situation. In other respects, though, inter-
esting initiatives have been developed which are
worth closer examination by the parties concerned
in west European countries.

However, there was not only a growing need for
information (on both sides, as a matter of fact,
proved by the numerous requests for information
received from vocational training experts of the east
European countries), but also a growing desire for
people to get to know each other. Thus, through the
production of these documents we have attempted
to bring existing networks in both parts of Europe
together. The authors of the studies are all leading
personalities in important research institutions in
their countries and they have meanwhile been
invited to participate in CEDEFOP's annual Forum
of Research Institutes. In collaboration with the Eu-
ropean Institute for Vocational Training in Paris,
and with some of the Hungarian research institutes,
CEDEFOP will organiza an East-West European
conferenia on vocational training in Budapest (18-
19 January, 1990) to extend the network to practi-
tioners and policy-makers. Tht present studies will
serve as background information for participants.
Summaries of the studies will be published in a
special issue of CEDEFOP's journal which appears

in all 9 languages of the European Community. We
expect that this is only the beginning of a more
intensive cooperation between the countries of
Europe.

At the Arche summit, held in Paris from 14 to 15
July, 1989 the leaders of 24 Western countries
entrusted to the European Commission responsibi-
lity for the coordination of their assistance to Poland
and Hungary. A special Task Force was created
within the Commission which defined as one of its
priority fields of action: vocational training and ma-
nagement education (Task Force PHARE, Poland
and Hungary, Assistance for Economic Restructu-
ring). Besides coordinating the assistance from the
Group of 24, PHARE also had to develop aid
programmes to be financed from the Commission's
own budget. CEDEFOP has been involved in the
work of PHARE in this field from the beginning. The
documentation that had meanwhile become availa-
ble and the various contacts made in both countries
proved to be extremely useful in analyzing the
major problems of the two countries with respect to
their vocational training systems.

In November 1989. at the meeting of Hems of State
and Governments of the EC Member States in
Paris, a was suggested that EC assistance in the
field of vocational training and education should
concentrate on two major activities: the opening-up
of existing exchange programmes for young peo-
ple, and the development of a European Founda-
tion for rraining. While for the moment these action
procrammes are restricted to Poland and Hungary.
it can be expected, given the radical developments
that have and are taking place in the othercountries
of eastern Europe, that sooner or later their scope
will be broadened. Against this background,
CEDEFOP will continue to play its role as a platform
for those involved in vocational training. With the
further integration of Europe it will obviously have to
weave in other European countries into its net-
works.

I am grateful to the authors for providing us with
such valuable information. While for many readers
this will probably be the first occasion to receive
first-hand infcrmation, they will realize the common
historical traditions and they will recognize the simi-
larity of problems with which east European coun-
tries see themselves confronted. Perhaps they will
even identify some of the solutions the eastern
countries have developed. it is in a spirit of better
mutual understanding and desire for intensive future
cooperation that these reports have been written.

Peter Grootings
Coordinator
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-has been fated with economic criskt since
the end of the 1980's: Is International debt has
doubled since 1980 while its national economy has
remained in stagnation; its restructuring, badly
needed to meet the growing demands for competi-
tiveness and flexibly, has failed to get off the
ground and there has been a slump in technological
development. To meet the challenges of this situa-
tion, the Hungarian government has accelerated
the process of economic reform (launched in 1968,
but haled in the 1970's) with the aim of the esta-
blishment of a lsocialist market economy"; its
measures include a curtailment of the state's role in
the economy, a reduction of state subsidies to
irmlustry, scope for the forces of the market and
competition, the legalization of enterprise shut-
downs and unemployment, the promotion of entre-
preneursh42, including the private sector, and
companies based on foreign capital. In this context,
human resources - the only outstanding resources
In a country poor in materials and energy resources
and with an obselete technological infrastructure -
are destined to play a key role. This fact underlines
the importance of qualified manpower and educa-
tion as well as vocational training as a means
providing the economy with such manpower.

Hungary's national economy is only modestly ad-
vanced in technology and lags behind the industria-
lized market economies - a phenomenon which,
because of shrinking investment funds and their
inefficient utilization, has unfortunately increased in
the 1980's. Technological progress - the introduc-
tion of high technology - has mainly been concen-
trated en industry and agriculture; certain activities
(e.g. banking, retail trade, the health service) have
so far remained unaffected. In 1987, there were 64
983 computers (including 62 893 microcomputers)
in the whole of the economy; of a total active
population of 4.6 million, only 23 716 worked in
computer-related jobs. Only a dozen CAD/CAM
systems were in use and the number of robots did
not exceed 100. Electnanical machines and equip-
ment accounted for 18.5% (complete etectronical
systems only 0.9%) of the machinery used in the
national economy (gross values). The proportion of
manu.:4i jobs still ran at 60% of all jobs (1984).
Autonomous work-groups and-participation never-
theless gained increasing imurentum in the field of
work organization. The relationship between tech-
nological progress and education, including voca-
tional training, is to be considered in the following
against this backgramd.

Vocational training:
institutions and output

In the 1950's, Hungary's vocational training system
broke away from its pre-war traditions, dating back

to the Austro-Hungarbn monarchy. A new system
was built up following the model of the other Man-
ned economies: its major batures include a high
level of institutionalization, in particular as tar as the
initial training of young people is concerned, the
determination to make vocational training (or at
least its major streams) an integral part of the state
school system and a considerable degree of cen-
tralization as well as a predominance of centralized
regulations and centralized state agencies in the
running of the system, its costs being covered
mainly from the budget. This model establishes
strict limits on the influence of both the suppliers
and users of qualified labour on decision-making in
the field of vocational!: a ining. i.e. relating to raining
institutions, enterprises and other organizations.
The question is: to what extent has this vocations:
training system reflected that given level of techno-
logy, has it impeded or - on the contrary - paved the
way for technological advance?

The state school system

In the Hungarian state school system (see fig. no.
1), general compulsory education lasts until the age
of 16. Following primary school (8 years), young
people can choose between two major streams of
secondary or interrnet. Ate level of education:
general secondary schools r rid the institutions of
secondary or intermediate level vocational
training. In tact approx. 95% (1987) of young
people go on to secondary or intermediate level
following primary school, a minority (about 21% in
1987) at general secondary schools and the majo-
rity (about 74%) at the various institutions of secon-
dary-level vocational training.

In the state school system, secondary or interme-
diate-level vocational training is based on three
major distinct institutions:

a) vocational secondary schools (4 or 5 years)
b) skilled workers's schools (3 years)
c) vocational schools (2 o. 3 years).

The most popular, and indeed most controversial,
are the vocational secondary schools which have
undergone several "reforms" - most recently after
1985 - since their establishment in 1961. These
schools assume a series of complementary (often
contradictory) functions; they impart a general
academic education and specialized knowledge in
certain skills and occupations; their students leave
with a skilled workers' certificate, the secondary
school final examination (baccalaureate) and re-
cently (since 1985 in 5 years) with the technician's
certificate. Vocational secondary schools cover
training in a large number of skills and occupations
(for all sectors of the national economy, including
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those in the Matertid and non-inabwkil spheres
(The Inideriar Where of the nationa0 economy
includes kidney, coon, apiculture and
forestry, past and telecommuNcations, commerce,
wow supply while The 'sue -mate riar sphere co-
vets the folowing actlitties: personal and economic
services, health, social and culluml services and
public (state) administration), see Table 1), =or-
ding to a wide variety of curricula (most of which
have been introduced since 1985). 41.6% (1986-
87) of students in intermediate -level vocational
training attend vocational secondary schools. (See
Annex, Table I and 2)

Skilled Workers' Schools are the traditional and
equall Important institutions of secondary vocatio-
nal training: they concentrate on providing specia-
lized (theoretical and practical) knowledge for a
large number of varied skills (mostly the material
sphere of the national economy): their students
take a skilled workers' examination and are awar-
ded the skilled workers' certificate. 55.3% of stu-
dents in intermediate-level vocational training at-
tend skilled workers' schools.

Vocational whom are the least invonant of the
institutions of intermediate-level vocational educa-
tion and have traditionally had a separate status. In
fact they are limited to the training of typists, steno-
graphers and nurses for the health service (a third
type of vocational school caters for slow learners).
The proporwn of intermediate-level vocational
education students at vocational schools is low
(approx. 4%).
(See Table 2 for the distribution of students among
Ow three mar institutions of intermediate-level
vocational education).
In secondary and intermediate-level education there
are (ivy (the general rule), evening and cones-
ponderce forms of education. The ratio of the
former was 72% and of the latter two 28% among
secondary school-leavers in 1985. (See Table 3).

Access to the institutions of secondary or interme-
diate-level vocational training is also given to se-
condary school-leavers; in such cases the same
qualifications can be acquired in a shorter training
period: at vocational secondary schools it is 2
years (instead of 4) and at skilled workers' schools
1-2 years (as opposed to 3 years). The ratio of se-
condary school graduates among skilled workers'
school students was 3.6% in 1985. Vocational
secondary schools offer special types of comple-
mentary training for secondary school - leavers
(foreign trade correspondent, tourist guide): in cer-
tain skills vocational sscondary training is limited to
secondary school-leavers(gold- and silver -smith,
photographer, woodcarver, dental mechanic,
beauty-specialist, window-dresser, optician) or
a d u l t s ( b e e - k e e p e r, b o o k s e l l e r, sh i p m a n ,
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der, driver, oettain metanngical aka (wth fwd
concRiars)).

In the slate school system in 1985, 40 133 young
people passed the vocational secondary school
final examination, 52 345 young people acquired
the skilled workers' certificate and 3 368 graduated
from vocational schools, giving a total of 95 846.

Training courses
Over and above the state school system, training
courses- providing both initial and further trai-
ning and recently also retraining - are institutions
of importance in the Hungarian vocational training
system.

Training courses are organized by various organi-
zations - primarily by enterprises and training cen-
tres, but very often by the institutions of the state
Wool system and sometimes by central state
agencies, local authorities or cater bodies. These
courses provide training for semi- skilled workers,
prepare participants for the skilled workers' exami-
nation, foreman or assistant foreman positions, etc.
They cover practically all the fields of the national
economy and society: both the material and non-
material spheres. These courses vary in length
from only several hours (27.2% last less than 30
hours) to several hundred hours (21.6% last more
than 150 hours) and are held partly outside and
partly during official working hours. Participants in
training courses are mostly adults: in 1986 57,8%
belonged to the 30-49 age-bracket, 6.9% were
above 50, while only 29.3% were younger than 29.
(See Tables 4-7).
Training courses are either financed by the organi-
zers or the participants or the costs are divided
between the two (unlike vocational training in the
state school system, funded from the budget and -

at least in principle - gratuitbus).
In 1985, 126 063 persons obtained initial and 174
689 further training(Ercluding management trai-
ning and preparatory courses for state language
examinations), partly in manual and non-manual
jobs in the framework of training courses.

The institutions of higher level vocational training
in the state school system are the high schools and
universities. High schools (generally 3 years of
training), which provide both the material and non-
material sphere of the economy with highly skilled
manpower, are specialized according to their spe-
cific field (high schools of engineering, electro-tech-
nology, construction, agriculture, forestry, commer-
ce and catering, gardening and viticulture, foreign
trade, finances and accounting, etc.). Universities
(4-6 years of training) issue professionals (e.g.
engineers, physicians, economists, lawyers, etc.)
with "diplomar. High schools and universities also
offer day, evening and correspondence courses.

10



After passing the Ned examination at a general or
vocational secondary school(An exception to Ws
rule was the orpetimerVal &era tratisrlion of skilled
workers to universRies inthe 1970W - an experknere
that has largely proved disappointing), young peo-
ple (or adults) can enter high schools or universities
provitbd they pass the entrance examination and

are within the limits of the adminWrative quotas set
by the slat 9. (The laater have been primarily respon-
sble for the relatively low ratio of high school and
university graduates in Hungary in recent deca-
des). (For the number and ratio of school-leavers,
see Fig. 2 and Table 8). (See Annex. table 3,4,5 and
6)

Vocational training:
Problems and dilemmas

Secondary (or intermediate-level) vocational training
(this paper - as its title imitates - is limited to voca-
tional (or intemmdiate-level) seconew training).
both insithir and outside the Hungarian biate school
system has been timed with mounting GIN. Ill-
ties in the 1980's: the problems emerging at the
level of vocational secondary schools and skilled
workers' schools as well as in training courses have
been partly ical, partly different in nature. They
shall be discussed together in the following with
reference to the specific training route as
appropriate.

1) A cone oversial process of integration and spy-
cla1172tion has taken place in the entire vocational
secondary state school system: from the 1950's to
the mid-1970's, the number of specialized occupa-
tions and skills fell from about 200 to 128; later
further specialization in the vocational secondary
schools and the introduction of specialized techni-
cians' training led to the creation of new occupa-
tions and skills whose number currently exceeds
300. Skilled workers' schools oiler qualifications in
164 skills, vocational secondary schools in 95 skills,
without mentioning the other forms of skilled wuriter
training (for details see Table 9). It is the general
opinion that vocational secondary training i3
"overspecialized", rather than providing its stu-
dents with a "general orientation" or "convertible
knowledipt". However criticism is also voiced in the
opposite extreme, mainly by industrial organiza-
tions which consider (openly or tacitly) the degree of
spcialization insufficient and meroach vocational
secondary education for its failure to provide "rea-
dy-made workers". In any case, the present level of
specialization is a factor which renders vocational
secondary training rigid, costly and difficult to
manage. (See annex, table 7,8.9 and 10)

2) Vocational secondary training, it is gertera:ly
believed, does not adapt flexibly and rapidly

enough to the new demands of technological
development and the changing structure of the
economy. Micro-electronics, computer science,
biotechrx4ogy, information on modem materials
and fled* manufacturing systems are all subjects
which show a deficit at this level. The curricula of the
vocational secondary schools date back tol 978/80
(with the exception of technician training, 1984); in
the field of skilled worker training they were elabo-
rated in the 1970's, The structure of the skills and
knowledge taught at skilled workers' schools has
remained virtually unchanged since 1971. Training
materials were largely drawn up in the 1970's and
reflect the technological state of the all and organi-
zational principles of thzt time. Certain sources
estimate that the contents of vocational training are
lagging behind even the (moderately advanced)
level of technology in Hungary by as much as a
decade. At the same time, debates are going on as
to whether vocational training should be aimed at
the technology of the "present" or the "future" (i.e.
Western Europe's present technology). Despite the
particularly marked backwardness of skilled wor-
kers' schools, the labour market still showed a
surplus demand for young people from these esta-
blishments in 1985/86 (while the demand for those
leaving other types of vocational school was in dec-
line).

3) Vocational training and computer-based tech-
nologies
As already indicated, computer-based technolo-
gies have barely penetrated into the Hungarian
economy. Only 63 000 microcomputers are to be
found nationwide; these are scattered over various
fields (industry, households) but they are very few
and far between in schools. Primary and seconda-
ry schools often cannot even afford .a set of
COMMODORE 84 computers - one of the most
simple and widespread machines to be found in the
market economies. In primary schools, students
generally have no access whatsoever to compu-
ters. In secondary general schools, also badly
equipped with computers, computer science is an
optional subject, tuition lasting from six to eighteen
months, offering very little scope for students' prac-
tical training. Vocational secondary schools are in
general better equipped - they frequently have
computer rooms with various types of microcompu-
ters - but these facilities are not adequate to offer
students the opportunity of regular practice. Curri-
cula, introduced 10-15 years ago rofIceting the
nation's then state of the art in computer science,
contain such "fossils' as punch cards and tapes and
computers working with these obselete instruments.
Computer science, moreover, is regarded as a
"separate subject" and training in this field is
aimed at the output of computer specialists for "big
machines" of remote times: programmers, systcm
organizers and computer electricians. Although
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recent teaching experiments have been conducted
with this aim in mind, computer science has not yet
been integrated into other subOcts which by their
very nature require knowledge of EDP as an abso-
kite prerewisite. Computers are used br abstract
calculations, e.g. the surface of the sphere, but not
so much in the teaching of business accounting. Fi-
nally, teachers themselves havevery limited know-
lac* of computer science - if any at all; education
in this field in the universfties started with a conside-
rable time-lm and remains very limited,

4) Training courses havea key role to play in the
field of training in computer-based technolo-
gies in Hungary.
The qualification provided by some of thine cour-
ses is said to be equal to that of a university degree
in this field. In fact, high level training courses of
some 600 hours of training offer a solid knowledge
of programming and systems organization; they
turn out people who can meet the requirements of
enterprises in the material sphere, but do not howe-
ver compensate for the shortage of professionals in
other fields (teaching staff in computer science in
vocational training), i.e. the lack of university gra-
duates. The award of officially recognized tOgh-le-
vel qualifications in computer tech=nology has been
"monopolized" by one training centre, although
similar training courses have been organizedby se-
veral other institutions for the past few years. Trai-
ning for special purposes in the application of
computer -based high technology - e.g. the opera-
tion of CAD/CAM systems - has been faced with
serious difficulties: in the few cases we have inve-
stigated, training was provided by joint effortsof the
enterprises' technical staff (with the assistance of
the experts of the Technical University) and the
supplier of the equipment, involving a considerable
amount of "practical experimentation" with the
machinery and autodidactic training. Computer
technology (and knowledge related to "high tech"
in general) has yet to be adequately Integrated
into vocational training In Hungary. At the
moment, vocational training is still in the "teething
stages" as far as EDP is concerned.

5) In the 1970's and 1980's certain changes took
place in work organization in Hungary: new col-
lective forms of work organization developed: work -
groups and their members have gabled more auto-
nomy and have taken over certain supervisory
functions. Participation in decision- making has
increased. However there hasso far been no sign
of faction to such changes in the field ofvocatio-
nal training.

6) Vocational secondary training isnot adequately
supported by the general education system. A
general criticism is that its institutions, especially
ailed workers' schools, have to content themsel-

- 4 -

ves with "poor quality" primary school-leavers; stu-
dents entering skilled workers' schools very often
do not even master the three R's and remedial
teaching of these low achievers can only be imple-
mented at the expense of special (theoretical and
practical) training. Young people often enter skilled
workers' schools because they have no other alter-
native - which is a decisive factor in the declbe in
Maids of the skilled worker - a phenomenon which
contributes to the often poor quality of training and
training personnel. The dry -out rateamong stu-
dents is co le: in the training period 19821
85 it stood at on average 24.3% (in textile industry
skis 44.4%, in metallurgical skits 442%, but among
electrical mechanics only 3.6% and motor vehicle
mechanics 11.8%, reflecting the very different
socical status of the various skiffs).

7) Vocational secondary schools are a cross"
breed between general secondary schools and
skilled workers' schools in the state school sy
stem. Unlike the former, they offer vocational qua-
lifications enabling their graduates to find a quali-
fied job. At the same time, they offer transitirm to
higher level vocational training (high schools and
universities), unlike the skilled workers' schools
which represent a dead end within the education
system. Their achievements in these two fields, as
their critics often point out, appear controversial.
Firstly, the level of general knowledge attainment
(and the prestige of their final secondary school ex-
;urination) very often lags behind that acquired at
general secondary schools: their graduates are
usually at a disadvantage faced with competition for
places in high schools and universities; the most
prestigious of higher level education institutions
seem to prefer the graduates of general secondary
schools.
Secondly, the qualification they provide ki often
criticized: the specialized knowledge they im-
part does not exceed the level of skilled wor-
kers' schools and in many respects (practical trai-
ning) is below that level Some say: "the economy
can make a better use of skilled workers' school
graduates". (For the contents of training see Table
10).

8) Financial, material and personnel conditions
in vocational secondary training have alwaysbeen
unsatisfactory and have been In constant dete-
roriation. While in 1970-75 the institutions of inter-
mediate-level education (inckiding vocational se-
condary training) had a 32.6% share (and skilled
worker training a 12.7% share) of total investment
in education, these proportions fed to 12.1%17.5%
recpectively in the period 1980-85. There isa shor-
tage of classrooms and a correspondingly high
number of emergency classrooms. The machines
used in training workshops are mostly out-of-date,
in poor condition and badly maintained. Textbooks

12



we Inadequate: these instkutions use 2 000 (I) text-
books for training purposes, the revision of which
(became of financial %nits) cannot be realized for
20 years. Sidled workers' schools seem to be
relatively well supplied as far as their staff cormle-
matt is concerned (al 96% level), but they show a
shortage of personnel in certain key subjects and
the qua* of their staff is often criticized (there is a
general shortage e.g. of EDP teachers as universi-
ties started training students In this field unwillingly
and belatedly). The twenty of vocational training
has been negatively affected by the low level of
teacher's salaries (in conjunction with the general-
ly low wage-levels in the edwation and non-mate-
rial sectors), usually bower than those of skilled
workers in the nurturing sectors.
(Tables 11-12 show the personnel and material
conditions of Hungarian skilled worker and vocatio-
nal secondary schools).

9) Vocational secondary training functions under
an intricate system of state supervision. Since
1985, central state supervision has been divided
between the Ministry of Education, the sectoral
ministries and other central agencies (including the
Ministries of Industry - the most important of those
involved - Transport, Construction, Agriculture and
the Food Industry and Health. the Central Statistical
Office, etc.), (see Table 9). At the same time, the
schools themselves are run by the local authorities
(i.e. ttmi local bodies of the state administration),
with some rare exceptions when they belong to
entetprises(e.g. the Paks Atom Energy Works).
This structure of supervision in principle offers a
good opportunity to confront (and work out compro-
mises among) the often diverging and conflicting
endeavours and interests of educational and
economic policy, the requirements of technolo-
gical development, structural changes, the
labour market, employment, etc. In practice,
however, the supervisory central state agencies
often shirk from their responsibility and the enter-
prises (from the appropriate sector) are proving to
be increasingly indifferent with respect to the provi-
sion of vocational training. Especially the latter
seem to feel that it is excessively expensive for
them (in a tight economic situation) and fail to meet
their skilled manpower requirements. (Previously,
up to 1981, vocational training was supervised by
the Ministry of Labour). (See &Vex, table 11, 12and
13)

10) The major "ntribution of the enterprises to
vocational training has been the running of
training workshops:
in 1986/87, 85.6% of skilled workers' school stu-
dents received their practical training in industrial
workshops (the corrresponding ratio among voca-
tional secondary school students was 44-50%).
The enterprises cover the costs of machines, tools

and materiab, inducing protective and occupatio-
nal clothing, and moreover pay sc holarships and
social benefits. Since 1976, enterprises have been
able to fall back on budgetary subsidies from the
Millet" Worker Training Fund. (This fund was
created from obligatory taontril utions from the ert-
erprises themselves, running at 0.2-0.33% of their
wage bills). Subsidies however hardly eased the
burden on the enterprises and were not able to help
practical training for vocational secondary schools.
Hence in the tight economic situation of the 1990's,
enterprises have proved less willing to maintain
training workshops. In fact they have often limited
their costs in this field to the corresponding amount
earned by the production of their trainees. In 1988,
a new Vocational Training Fund was established
by law to which enterprises have to contribute 1.5%
of their wage bills (minus expenses actually spent
on initial vocational training). (Fig. 3).

11) Training courses - providing initial and further
training - appear to have the obvious function of
complementing vocational training in the state
school system and - to a certain degree - of com-
pensating for its insufficiency and rigidity. Their
output is three times that of the state school system.
Training courses are highly specialized: in 1986
there were 397 training courses leading to manual
and 385 training courses for non - manual occupa-
tions (of which the number of training courses in
industry stood at 249/175 respectively). Most of
these courses were run by economic organizations
( enterprises, cooperatives, etc. 28%) or by training
centres(Training centres function under identical
conditions to those of enterprises i.e. living from
their income and profits from training courses wi-
thout (in principle) budgetary subsidies)(28.2%). In
most cases, costs were covered by the enterprises
(58.8%), by the participants (25.8%) or divided
between the two (11,7%). Most took place (at least
partly) during working hours (see Tables 13-15).
These facts provide an example of the commitment
of the enterprises and other economic organiza-
tions to this form of vocational training, a commit-
ment that appears to be stronger than in case of
vocational training in the state school system. The
explanation lies in the fact that they mostly provide
the specialized skills required by the structure
and technology of the economy. (See annex,
table 14,15,16 and 17)

12) As training courses are based on local initiatives
(by industrial organizations, training centres, etc.)
and are loosely supervised by the central state
agencies(ln 1988 the government issued a decree
aimed at regulating this form of vocational training),
it is difficult to assess their quality:
(i) they flit in certain definite gaps in the state
school system (EDP, e.g. has been taught mostly in
training courses in recent years);
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(a) the value of the qualification provided varies
iccording to the "market" (the demand e.g. for EDP
is hi0), the quality of training (certain trebling
centres have a good repxstalion, e.g. SZAMALK in
EDP) and the status of the organizer (qual'
from training courses implemerted by the Mkistry
of Rance, e.g. are usually held in high esteem);
(rim') their' charges are eometknes relatively mo-
derate but often rather expensive; if they are self-
feanced or prod -tented (ft organized by training
centres), they are very often better supplied with
training facilities than vocational training in the
school system faced horn the bidget. (Such
generalizations should however be treated with
caution because of the wide variety of very differing
training courses).

13) Vocational training arid employment. Despi-
te a constant dearth of labour for decades, vocatio-
nal training within the state education system has
tended to exacerbate rather than reduce the struc-
tural tensions in employment. Its output has
always been dependent on the interplay between
the diverging and often conflicting interests of the
social protagonists: local authorities (in control of
the schools), the enterprises (employing those
leaving the schools), the schools themselves and
finally the students. The structure of skills and the
output of persons trained in given skills have
been the focal point of such conflicts. The procedu-
re is as follows:

(i) The enterprises give an indication of their
skill stricture and manpower requirements (with no
obligation however to hire the appropriate manpo-
wer and no guarantee that it shall be provided;
(ii) On the basis of the requirements indicated
by the enterprises, local authorities make their
plans for student registration;
(iii) The schools, having received theise plans, at-
tempt to coordinate their teaching capacity accor-
dingly and begin the registration procedure;
(iv) Registration in certain "fashionable" skills
exceeds expectations whereas in other fields
(characterized by a shortage of labour) regist on
nufters fall short of demand;
(v) There is a high drop-out rate in the course of
the academic year; moreover a number of skilled
persons leave school and seek employment in jobs
outside their specific field of training. This creates a
considerable structural imbalance between the
manpower requirements of the enterprises as origi-
nally indicated and those actually leaving the voca-
tional schools and seeking employment. This
embalance in firms of a chronic dearth of labour
has been manifested by the permanent existence
of skills characterized by a shortage of labour;
nowadays, when unemployment is an imminent
danger, it is manifested by the fact that there is no
demand at the level of the enterprises for a propor-
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tion of those leaving vocational training. (See Table
16).

14) To ease tensions in employment, state-
subsicrized retraining schemes were launched in
Hungary in 1983; these schemes have a dual
function: to prevent (or reduce) unemployment and
to ease the shortage of labour (the Hungarian eco-
nomy is characterized by stnictural imbalances in
e r r p k y r n e n t : 1 7 1988 i hadsornewhat morathan 10

000 regkiteisd unemployed compared to 60 000
vacant jobs). in 1988, 14 425 employed workers,
the majority women, participated in this program-
me; most of them were trained for semi-skilled jobs.
In 1988 this programme was extended to inckg*
the unemployed; in 1988 453 unemployed workers
were retrained in 24 courses, mostly for jobs hit by
a scarcity of labour (wafters, salesmen, various
industrial skills); unemployed secondary school-
leavers mainly received retraining for jobs in the fi-
nancial and health services. State subsidies for
retraining courses are organized by the emplo-
yers or local authorities. Employment-oriented
retraining has mainly concentrated on regions hit by
unemployment (Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen, Szabolcs-
Szatmitr etc. counties). Retraining resources stem
from the government's Employment Fund. (See
annex, table 18)

15) The scientific background of vocational trai-
ning in Hungary is limited: only a handful of people
are engaged in research (see literature in the an-
nex): the most important institute is Orszagos Pe-
dagogiai Intezet (National Pedagogical Institute)
and the major journal with theoretical and practical
orientation is "SzakkOpzesi Szemie" (Vocational
Training Review). Research is essentially concen-
trated on the pedagogical aspects of vocational
training: its relationship with the functioning of the
economy )i.e. with technological development) has
not yet been devoted the necessary attention.

The gravity of these dilemmas is underlined by the
prospects for the coming five years: the number of
students, according to official estimates, will in-
crease by 30% in vocational secondary training and
there shod be a similar growth in the number of
those entering the labour market because of the
population growth of the 1970's. Young people of
school age are as follows:

Age
17
16
15
14
13
12
11

10

14

Number
146 594
145 202
148 013
152 172
178 821
187 192
179 466
172 437



Future prospects for Vocational Training

The output of the Hungarian vocational training
system has slowly and grackially increased since
the early 1970's. While tie ratio of skHled workers
among school-leavers has remained in stagnation
(36.9% in 1971 and 37.7% in 1987), that of vocatio-
nal secondary school-Wavers has increased consi-
derably (from 9.5% in 1971 to 17.9% in 1987). A
certain degree of growth has also been observed in
the ram of university and high school graduates
(from 6.1% in 1971 to 10.3% in 1987). Despite this
improvement, the Hungarian vocational training
"ystem has become the subject of repeated crftl-
41sm. This criticism is centered on the following fac-
tors: its high level of institutionalization, its centrali-
zation and the predominance of central regulations
and central agencies in its operation, its lack of
effective and efficient training programmes. the kw
level of utilization of its resources - and last but not
least - its insensitivity towards the real needs of the
national economy. A key issue in this context is the
fact that vocational training fails to respond to
technological progress, to the demands of pre-
sent and future "high technology". While the debate
continues, life itself has developed certain reme-
dies (the mushrooming of training courses) and
certain changes (some of which have been mentio-
ned above) have also been launched by the central
agencies to adopt the system to the present-day
requirements, continuing a line of repeated correc-
t kins over the past 20-30 years. Proposals for a
root-and-branch reform of the system have also
emerged from the debate.
As far as the future development of the system is
concerned, a certain dcgree of consensus enpears
to exist on the following:

1) The essential tasks of vocational training are to
be implemented by the two existing institu-
tions; the state school system and the training
courses; their relationship however should be bet-
ter coordinated and harmonized: to this end a clear
definition of their functions and a clearcut division of
their tasks are necessary.

2) The state school system is to abandon its am-
bitions to adopt itself to the current manpower
requirements of the economy instead it is to provi-
de its students with solid, broadly-based, long-term
knowledge, giving them direct access to certain
qualified jobs, and - even more important - to any
further specialization (in training or retraining cour-
ses). Those leaving would not be "ready-made
workers", but people capable of adaptation.

3) The state school system must be improved in
three respects: firstly, it must give up its present
"over-specialization"; secondly, its quality must be
increased: vocational secondary schools (4 years)

would become predominant. Traditional skilled
workers' schools (3 years) would be maintained
only for skills of primarily a manual nature. Thirdly,
vocational secondary schools would give more
emphasis to up-to-date knowledge (micro-electro-
nics, computer technology, biotechnology, etc.),

4) Social circles, directly engaged in vocational
training and in the utilization of its "output", ar9 to be
given more say and influence in the running of
the system; the autonomy of schools is to be
increased; enterprises should be involved in the
control (and financing) of not only skilled workers'
practical training, but in the whole of vocational
training; the autonomy of local authorities in the
running of schools is also to be reinforced. In a
nutshell: further decentralization is needed.

5) Financial resources should be "mixed", stem-
ming partly from the budget and partly from the
enterprises (as indicated by the establishment of
the Vocational Training Fund and the increase in
training courses). The state agencies (the Ministry
of Education, sec toral ministries) should retain
their role in supplying most of the personnel
and material conditions for vocational training.
State agencies and their institutions would continue
to assist vocational training in the elaboration of trai-
ning curricula and materials.

6) The above approach to vocational training in the
state school system appears to open up conside-
rable scope for training courses outside this
system, mainly based on company-based (or other
local) initiatives, oriented towards the "market",
hopefully with better-defined assistance and super-
vision on the part of the state. Their importance is
underlined by their tendency to take over "speciali-
zed training" from the state school system.
Vocational training is dependent partly on the eco-
nomic and partly on the educational system. In
modem-day Hungary, there is a serious contradic-
tion, in our opinion, between the state's efforts to
promote reform in the national economy, to further
economic restructuring and technological prooress
and to achieve an economic recovery, or. ine one
hand, and the state's policy vis-à-vis human resour-
ces (among others, education and training), crip-
pled by the persistent dearth and gradual erosion of
funds, on the other. In the process of the redistribu-
tion of national income, overshadowed by this con-
tradiction, the state's human resources policy tends
to be victimized: real wages have kept declining,
social benefits have be "n eroded by inflation and
the government is tending to rid itself of several of
its traditional commitments in soc... and educatio-
nal services. While the reform ideology of promo-
ting "market socialism" in itself represents a step
forward from the traditional predominant role of the
state in the economy and society - including educe-

15
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don and vocekmal trakdng - it ;glen proves to be a
pretext for cuts in the budget, whether or not these
are actually justified by ths real needs of economic
and sock prowess. In the final anEdysis, the danger
is that even a more decentralized, market-oriented
vocational training system may not lead to the
expected results.

_g
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Annex

Some sources of factual information on voca-
*mai training in Hungary

Szakkepzesi struictura Kazepfok. (Vocational Trai-
ning Stiucture. Intermediate level). Wive Wes'
Miniszterium, Orszagos PedagOgiai Intezet, Buda-
pest 1987, 131 p.

Szakmunicaskepzo Molt* kepzesi proflija. (The
training miffs of skilled workers' schools), Mtivelo-
desi Miniszterium, Budapest, 1987, 177 p.

Kozeptoku iskoliskban oktatott szakok, szakmak,
szakcsoportok jegyzeke (A catalogue of the skills
and occupations which can be learned at inter-
mediate-level vocational training institutions),
MOveltidesi Miniszterium, Budapest, 1987, 143 p.

Szaldcepesi Almanach (Vocational Training
Almanach), Orszagos Pedagogiai Intezet. Buda-
pest, 1987, 374 p.

Tanfolyami Szakoktatas. (Training Courses)
1980/81. Kozponti Statisztikai Hivatal, Budapest,
1983, 226 p.

Tanfolyami Szakoktatas. (Training Courses)
1983/84. kiltzponti Statisztikai Hivatal, Budapest,
1986, 238 p.

Tanfolyami Szakoktatas. (Training Courses)
1984/85. Kozponti Statisztikai Hivatal, Budapest,
1987, 270 p.

Tanfolyami Szakoktatas. (Training Courses)
1986. Kozponti Statisztikai Hivatal, Budapest,
1988, 234 p.

PAlyakezdes Magyarorszagon 1985-86-ban.
(Starting a career in Hungary in 1985 - 86),15. I-11.
Wet, Munkaugyi informacios KOznont, Buda-
pest, 1987. 441 + 395 p.

Statisztikai Evkonyvek. (Statistical Yearbooks),
',980-1987, KOzponti Statisztikai Hivatal, Buda-
pest, 1981-:
OktatAs Miivelitides. (Education, Culture), 195°-
1985. KOzponti Statisztikai Hivatal, Budapest,
1956, 216 p

Major vocational training institutions

Mtivekidesi Miniszterium
Tel: 530-600
(Ministry of Education)
Budapest V,
Szatay u. 10(14
1055.

1pari Miniszterium
Tel: 565-566
(Ministry of Industry)
BzIamatiL
Martirok utja 85.
1024.

Mezogadasagi es ElelmezesOgyi Miniszterium
Tel: 533-000
(Ministry for Agriculture and the Food
Industry)
Budapest V.
Kossuth L. ter 11.
1053.

Szocialis es Egeszsegugyi Miniszterium
Tel: 323-100
(Ministry for Social Affairs and Health)"
329-700
BudaDebt Y.
Arany J. u.
1051.

KOzlekedesi, Hirkozlesi es Epitesiigyi
Tel: 220-220
Miniszterium (Ministry for Transport,
414-300
Telecommunications and Construction)"

420-520
Budapest VII.
Dob u. 75/81.
1077.

Kereskedeimi Miniszterium
Tel: 530-000
(Ministry for Commerce)"
Budapest V.
Honvikl u. 13-15.
1055.

KOmyezetvisdelmi os Vizgazdalkodasi
Tel: 154-840
Miniszterium (Ministry for Protection
of Environment and Water Supp'y)"
Budapest IL
FMS u. 44-50.
1011.

17
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Kikponti StatisztkPi Hivatal
Tel: 152-850
(Central Statist al Office)

159-240
BudaResi IL
Keleti 1. u. 5-7.
1024.

Penzilgyminisztarium
Tel: 182-600

(Ministry of Finance)
$1439StaY,
JOzsef nitdor ter 2/4.
1051.

Orszagos Tervhivatal
Tel: 123-480
(National Planning Office)

110-200
Buda ResiV.
Roosevelt ter 718.
1051.

Allami BOr- Os MunkaUgyi Hivatal
Tel: 322-100
(State Office for Wages and Labour)

327-320
filidaZtal
Roosevelt ter 7/8.
1051.

Orszagos PedagOgiai Intezet
Tel: 211-200
(National Pedagogical Institute)
Budapest VII,
Gorki] fasor 17/21.
1071.

Oktataskutat6 IntOzet
Tel: 201-150
(Institute for Education Research)

290-210
Budapest Xill,
Victor Hugo u. 18/22.
1132.

Munkailgyi Kutatointezet
Tel: 316-770
(Institute for Labour Research)

327-787
Budapest Vi.
Mozsar u.14.
1066.

Magyar Gazdasagi Kamara
Tel: 533-333

(Hungarian Chamber of Economies)
Bust V.
Kossuth L. ter 6/8.
1053.
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Szakszervezetek Orszagos Tanacsa
Tel: 532-900
(National Council of Trade Unions)
Budapest VI,
DOzsa Gyorgy ut 84/b.
1068.

I) New ministries created by the ongoing reorga-
nization of state administration.

A selection of legislation on vocational training

24/1977. (X11.28.) Milm-OM. Szakketzepiskoliik-
ban foly6 szakmunkaskepzesr61 (Joint Decree of
the Ministers of Labour and Education on skilled
worker training at vocational secondary schools.
No. 24/1977. Amendment to this Joint Decree, No.
14/1976 (X11.1.)

25/1977. (X11.28.) A szakmunkaskepzesr61
sz616 1969. evi VI. tarveny vegrehajtasara kiadott
13/1969. (XII. 30.) Miim rendelet in6dositasartl
(Decree of the Minister of Labouron the application
of Law No. VI/1969 on skilled worker training)

1/1978. (L14.) OM Mum. A ktizepfoku kOpzOsi
celu szakkOzepiskoL1( szakositasarol (Joint Dec-
ree of the Ministers of Labour and Education on the
specialization of vocational secondary schools. No.
1/19781. 14.)

16/1984. (IX.12.) MM. A miiszaki szakkOzepis-
kolakban foly6 technikus es szakm-inkciskepzesr-
61. (Decree by the Minister of Education on techni-
cian and skilled worker training at technical vocatio-
nal secondary schools. No. 16/1984. IX.12.)

1985 evi I. tv. Oktatasi Torveny (Education Act.
No. I/1985).

11/1986. (V11.27.) MM. A szaktanacsado halo-
zat mudodesere, a szaktanacsadoi tevekenysegre.
(Decree of the Minister of Education on the network
and activities of consultants in the field of vocational
training. No. 11/1986. VII.27.)

1511986. (VI11.20.) MM. A kozepfoku nevelesi
iri!zrnenyek rniikeidesere vonatkozo jogszabaly.
(Decree of the Minister of Education on the functio-
ning of intermediate-level educational institutions.
No. 15/1986. VI11.20.)

18/1986. (V111.26.) MM. A felnotteknek az ors-
zagos szakmunkaskipzesi jegyzOkben (OSZJ)
meghatOrozott szakmakr61... a szakkO7epsikolak-
bail atathat6 szakokrol. (Decree of the Minister of
Education on skip for adult training at vocational
secondary schools No. 18/1986. VI11.26.)



14/1987. (V1.30.) MM. Az &Mak, az also-6s
kOzOploku Isla** diakotthonok 66 kollegiumok
helyiter0leti kanykasirol szOlo jogszab6ly. (Decree
d the Mirdster of Education on the localregional
management of nurseries, primary and secondary
schools and student residereces No. 14/1987. V130.)

16/1987. (V111.12.) MM. a neveleskiktatitsi in-
tezmenyek Etyintikesentil,Ogyiratkezelesen51
tartgy" nyilvantartisrol sz616 jogszabaly. (Decree
by the Minister of Education on administration and
documentation in educational institutions. No. 16/
1987. VI11.12.)

7/1988. (11.17.) MT. rendelet lskolarendszeren
kivUli szakmai oktatasr61. (Governmental Decree
on vocational training outside the school system.
No. 711988.1117.)

27/1988. (XII.31.) MM. rendelt A keizepfoku
szakoktatO intezmenyek nappali tagozatan tanul-
manyokat folytatdic givedelernkiegeszito pOtlek6r6I
sad) 31/1986. (IX.1.) MM.r. m8dositastirol. (Dec-
ree of the Minister of Education on supplementing
the income of day-students at intermerciate-level
vocational training instautions. No. 27/1988. XII.31.)

1988. sari XXIII. tv. a szakk6pzesi hozzajitrulasr61
es a Szaldcepzitsi Alapral (Law on contributions to
vocational training and on the Vocational Training
Fund. No. XX111.1988.)

5/1989. (1.15.) PM. rendelet lskolarendszeren
kiargli szakmai olctetas kbltsegeirtil, elszamolasardl.
(Decree of the Minister of Finance on the costs and
accounts of vocatbrial training outside the school
system. No. 5/1989.1.15.)

2/1989. (118.) MM. rendelet az &Mai neve-
lesben, valamint az alap- es kti,zepfoku neveles-
ben, oktatasban egyedi megoldasok akalmazasa-
nak, kiserletek folytatasanak engedelyezeserol.
(Decree of the Minister of Education on the applica-
tion of special individual methods and experimenta-
tion in nursery, primary and secondary education.
No. 2/1989. 118)

3/1989. (11.26.) MM. rendelt A felnottek szak-
munkas-kepzesen51, eg4szegtigyi szakiskolai, va-
lamint es gyorsiro szakildcolai oktatasnak
megfele10 kepzeser01, tovabba egyes munkaktiri
szakkepzesekrtil. (Decree of the Minister of Educa-
tion on skilled adult worker training and the training
of adult nurses, typists and stenographists, etc_ No.
3/1989.1126)

4/1989. (11.26.) MM. rendelet A szakktizepis-
kolakban as a szakmunkaskepz6 iskolaban okta-
thato szakokrol, illetve szakmakrol szel6 18/1986.
(V11126.) MM. rendelet modosit6sarol. (Decree of

the Minister of Education on skills and occupations
taught at vocational secondary schools and skilled
workers' schools. No. 411 989. 11.26. - Amendment
to Decree No. 18/1986. V111.26.)

A selection of literature on vocational training
and technological development

Angyal, Adam: '<Oozes os vallalati igOny. (Training
and the Demand of the Enterprise) Figvela, 24
March 1983.

Aranyi, Attllan6: A szamilastectmikai oktatas hely-
zete a ktizgazdasagi szakkepzesben. (Computer
technology in vocational education in economics)
Szakoistatia, Oct. 1988.

Benedek, Andras - Varga, Lajos Zental, 'Corne-
lia: A szakkepz6s tartalmi fejlesztesenek fa ininyai.
(Major trends in the development of vocational
training) Magyar Pedagogia, No. 1/1984.

Benedek, Andres: Technologiai fejlodes, miiszaki
kultura, szakkepzes. (Technological development,
technical culture and vocational training) Newt&
selmelet as iskolakutatis. No. 3/1984.

Bentwiek, Andras - K. Grosz, Gabriella: Techno-
logiai fejkides, informatics Os szakemberkepzes.
(Technological development, informatics, vocatio-
nal training) !pad Szemle, No. 4/1984.

Benedek, Andras: A szakkOpzesi rend szer kOzep-
Os hosszutavu fejlesztOsenek feladatair61. (Tasks
for the development of the vocational training
system) Szakkepzesi Szemle, No. 2/1986.

Benedek, Andras: Az iskolarendszerti technikus-
Vanes bevezetOse. (The introduction of techni-
cians' training to the school system) KOznmebas,
No. 1/1986.

Benedek, Aneritts. Az attalanos es a szakmai
kepzes osszefsggesei. (The relationship between
general and vocational training) islias&niaLgjagk,
Bp. 1986.

Benedek, Andras: A szakkepzes tartalmi fejlesz-
tesenek feladatai. (The tasks of the development of
the contents of vocational training. The readjust
ment of the economy and vocational training).
Szalskitpzitrazaate, No. 1/1988.

Csake, Liske, Ilona: A szakmunkastanu-
16k viszonya a szakmahoz. (Apprentices' attitudes
towards their skills). Valosaq, No. 8/1982.



co, WNW - Usko, Ilona: Szakrnai gyakortat a
szalunuricaskepzesben (Practical training in skilled
worker training) Maio, No. 1/1984.

CsIntalan, Mindy- Garth, Ulla: Szakszerveze-
tek a foglakortatasporfta es a szaldulpzes Ossz-
hangjanak megteremteseed (Trade Unbns for the
creation of unify between ermloyment policy and
vocational training) Sialiliewidtsifizttati. No. 4/
1988.

Dobos, Irma: A Ova igOnyei, feladatai a szakkep-
zesben. (The future challenge for vocational training)
Basmuntsisneyelits, No. 7/1984.

Mims, Irma: A kozilpfoku oktatis fejleszetese a
demografiai hullam tiikreban (The development of
kirxmediate-level education and the "baby boom")
MilgyAC2218aggia, No.111984.

Dobos, Irma: A gazdasag igenyei a szaldcepzessel
szemben. (Demands of the economy with respect
to vocational training) Szajsmunkrisneveles, No. V
1985.

Dobos, Irma: A kepzesi es tovabbkepzesi rends-
zer a gazdasagi kenyszer tiiggvenyeben. (The
system of basic training and further training and
constraints posed by the economy) Munkarad
Szemk No. 9/1986.

Fulop, Edit: A szakkepzettseggel rendelkezo pa-
lyakezdok elhelyezkedese 1986-1987-ben. (Skil-
led first job-seekers in 1986 and 1987) Szakkepzesi
Szemle, No. 4/1987.

Garbacz, Tres: A szakmunkaskepzo iskola peda-
gogusainak =rails kozerzeterol gondolkodva.
(Considerations on the moral attitude of leathers at
vocational training schools) Szakkepzesi Szemle,
No. 2/1987.

Gil, Robert Szakkepzes as szocializacio. (Voca-
tional training and socialization) PedagOgik$zem-
le, No. 7-8/1984.

Gal, Robert: Szakmunkaskepzes es gazdasag.
(Skilled worker training and the economy) fiturgia,
No. 7/1984.

Cal, Robert: A szakkepzes torekvesei es a gazda-
sag szempontjai. Interju Gazsg Ferenc miniszter-
helyettessel. (Endeavours in the field of vocational
training and the requirements of the economy.
Interview with Dep. Minister Ferenc Gasz6) 5zak-
idwitsi Szerple, No. 1/1986.

Gil, Robert - Laid, Laszlo: Tersadalmi-gazdasagi
valtoz.isok as a szakmunkasktipzes. (Socio-eco-
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nomic change and vocational training)Szakkegzit.
Bi Szemle, No. 1/1987.

A gazdasag atalakitasa es a szakkepzes Tanacs-
kozas az OPI-ban. (Szalai Jozseine) (A survey of
the contents of the conference organized at the
National Pedagogical Institute (Mrs. Jozset Szalai)
Szaklatlaiskirada, No. 1/1988.
Gustayson, 13Pin - %Why, Was: Szervezett vagy
"humanizatt ipari rrraikat? (Scientifically managed
or "humanized" work? YaKafig, 10/1984.

Hethy, Lajos Maka, Csaba: A technka, a mun-
kaszervezet es az ipari munka. (Technology, work
organization. industrial work) KtitaucleatkiitLita
& Bp. 1931.

HOthy, Lajos (Ed.): A rruinkissig helyzete as
Ozemben. Jogok, tenyek, trivlatok. (Workers in the
Enterprise, Rights, facts and perspectives) Eassilli
t5, Budapest 1984.

Hethy, Lajos: Uj kollekt iv munkaszervezeti form*
a szocialista orszitgokban. (New collective for of
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rrnmkaszervezeti valtozasok a CAD/CAM hatasti-
ra. (Changes in work content and work organization
related to CAD/CAM). In: A jtivb technokSgdja es
tarsadalmi osszekiwesei. MTA govokutatasi Bi-
zottsaq, Bp. 1988.

Imre, Miklos: Miiszaki fejlesztes, gazdasagi szer-
kezetvattas as szakkepzes (Technical development,
changes in the structure of the economy and voca-
tional training) ezaiskisgAgaziati, No. 1/1988.

!litany!, Laszlo Vass, Deno: Munkaselttmenetel
mss tanulas. (The promotion of workers and their
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Jekkel, Antal - Kurtz, Marton: Celok es a szak-
munkaskepzes Osszhangjanak megtereinteseett.
(Aims and tasks in industry to establish harmony
between technological development and vocatio-
nal training) azakiiitzttsjSzente, No. 3/1987.

Kosane dr. Kovacs Magda: Szakoktatas mss szaks-
zervezetek. (Vocational training and trade unions)
SzakepittsL$zemle, No. 411987.

Nerneskerl, Gyula: Gondolatok a munkahelyi
kepzesrtil. (Training in the enterprises) Munkaugyi
Bank. No. 11/132.



Plackepes szalanunkasokatI Basze betas dr. Sza-
b6 knre ipari allanditicirnd. (Marketable sidled
workers are needed! Conversation with Under -sec-
retary of Slate, Dr. Imre Szabo) fizidsktglesazenk
je, No. 3/1988,

Po !fowl, Istvan: A Cntiszaki, gazdasegi fejlOdas es
az oktatas (Technological and economic develop-
ment and education) azalsktazitsLizenge, No. 3/
1987.
UM, GyOrgy: A meztvgazdasagi szakmunkas-
kapzes korszerOsite-smart. (The modernization of
vocational training in agriculture) Bzafilsitgatsi
,gam, No. 1/1988.

SchUttler, Tames - Weszelovszky, Zoltan: Pro-
gramfejlesztes a szakkepzesben. (Programme de-
velopment in vocational training) Szakkepzes(
&adz No.1/1985.

Sobs, Adrianna: Telles foglalkortatas - hatekony
foglakortatas - atkepzes - atkepzesi tamogatas.
(Full employment, efficient utilization of labour,
retraining and aid for retraining) Munisaagazem:
je, No. 111985.

Szabo, Iran: A munkaertiatcsoportositasokbol
aid szakkepzesi igenyek varnata alakulasa.
(Challenges of restructuring the labour force to-
wards vocational trainirri Vezejestudomany, No.
8/1981.

Szabo, fren: A szakmunkasok szakmai konvertal-
hatosaginak lehettisege a meglevo szaldcepzett-
seg szerint. (The convertibility of skilled workers
and the existing skill structuro of skills) Jpargazda:
Asig, No. 11/1981.

Szalal, Jozsefne: A technikuskepzes bevezetese-
nek szakmai es pedagogiai tapasztalatai. (Vocatio-
nal and pedagogical experience of the introduction
of training for students of technology) Szatcicepiesi
Szemle, No. 3/1987.

Szekeres, Tamas: Mai tarsadalmi felteteleink es a
szakkepzes tovabbfejlesztesenek nehany kerde-
se. (Our present-day social conditions and some
westions on the development of vocational training)
Szakkepzesi Szemle, No. 2/1987.

Szenes, GyOrgy: Technikuskepzes es szakmun-
kaskepzes Ea uj szakkdzepiskolakban (The trai-
ning of technicians and skilled workers in the new
vocational secondary schools) Szakkepzesi Szem-

No. 211985.

SzOlitiel, Janos: A tokesorszagokbol vasarolt tech-
silo es az iparvalialati foglalkortatas kolcsOnhata-
sa. (Imported developed technology and employ-

men' in the enterPrisee)
JiladvanYill. 1984-

Szpitulisz, Ildlko: Valtoz6 rnunktisosztaly vaftoz6
szakrnunkassag. (The changing working class
changing skilled workers) Szalddtpzesj Santa,
No, 4/1987.
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a szakkepzes. (General technological change and
vocational training) Bailskepzesi $zemie, No 3/
1987.

Vag6, Tibor: Taneszktizfejlesztes a szakkepzes
korszerOsitesenek folyamataban. (Development of
school equipment in the process of the improve-
ment of vocational training) Szakkepzesi Szemle,
No. 2/1987.
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Table No 1. Hungarian secondary school-leavers

Their number and distribution

General
secondary
school

Indus-
strial

Agri-

cultural

2992

Economic

4570

Comer-
cial

Secondary vocational school

Health Teachers.
service nurses

Artists SuL -total Total

Restaurant
and Comm- Postal

hotellery nication

30894 11476
. .. .. .. 318 30866 61760

(50.02) (18.58) (4.84) (7.40) .. O. ''. .. (0.51) (49.98) (100.0)
32223 18673 3149 10288 2566 759 326 366 2813 299 430 39669 71892
(44.' ) (25.97) (4.38) (14.31) (3.57) (1.06) (0.45) (0.51) (3.91) (0.42) (0.60) (55.18) (100.0)
28731 21589 2785 8929 2672 1090 648 588 2721 1545 486 43053 71784
(40.02) (30.07) (3.88) (12.44) (3.72) (1.53) (0.90) (0.82) (3.79) (2.15) (0.68) (59.98) (100.0)
26659 20594 2716 8491 2703 1175 489 627 2820 1594 450 41659 68318
(39.02) (30.14) (3.97) (12.43) (3.96) (1.72) (0.72) (0.92) (4.13) (2.33) (0.66) (60.98) (100.00)
26616 20216 2534 8698 2569 1472 529 706 2967 1516 450 41657 68273
(38.98) (29.61) (3.72) (12.74) (3.76) (2.16) (0.77) (1.03) (4.35) (2.22) (0.66) (61.02) (100.0)
26560 19914 2584 8574 2623 1362 553 718 3136 1232 471 41167 67727
(39.22) (29.40) (3.82) (12.66) (3.87) (2.01) (0.82) (1.06) (4.63) (1.82) (0.69) (60.78) (100.0)
26443 18659 2687 7963 2450 1374 583 817 3197 1121 445 39296 65739
(40.22) (28.38) (4.09) (12.11) (3.73) (2.09) (0.89) (1.24) (4.86) (1.71) (0.68) (59.78) (100.0)
27647 18915 2875 7998 2667 1371 632 807 3317 1132 419 40113 67780
(40.79) (27.92) (4.24) (11.80) (3.93) (2.02) (0.93) (1.19) (4.89) (1.67) (0.62) (59.21) (100.0)

Source:

Central Statistical Office. Data include normal, evening and correspondence course students.



Table No. 2

Intermediate-level vocatlonal training in Hungary
The distribution of students

(percentages)

Academic year

Medium level vocational
training; type of
school:

- Skilled workers'
school

- Vocational
secondary school

Skilled worker training;

type of school

- Skilled workers'
school

- Vocational secondary
school

Intermediate-level
vocational training:
females at

- Skilled workers'
school

- Vocational secondary
school

- Vocational schools

Vocational secondary
schools aimed at

- skilled worker
training

- secondary vocational
training

- training of
technicians

1971/72 1976/77 1981/82 1986/87

65.6 57.9 55.7 55.3

34.4 39.4 41.4 41.6

99.1 79.1 81.7

0.9 20.9 18.3

25.8 29.6 32.1 33.9

49.8 51.5 51.4 51.9

99.4 99.6 99.2

1.3 35.9 29.8

98.7 64.1 58.3

21.9

Source: Statistics of the Ministry of Labour and of the Ministry of
Education (Data exclude students in evening and correspondence
courses).
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,lhit No

Secondary school-leavers at day, evening and correspondence courses,

Their number and di:Arihution

-.........
Year Day

venzng and
correspondence Totn1

1970. 44588 17172 61760

(72.20) (27.80) (100.00)

1975. 46338 25554 71892

(64.46) (35.54) (100.00)

1980. 43167 28617 71784

(60.13) (39.87) (100.00)

1982. 42266 26052 68318

(61.87) (38.13) (100.00)

1982. 44414 23859 68273

(65.05) (34.95) (100.00)

1983. 44802 22725 67727

(66. 15) (33,85) (100.00)

1984, 46409 19330 65739

(70.60) (29.40) (100.00)

1985. 48723 19057 67780

(71.88) (28.12) (100.00)

Source: Central Statistical Office.
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Table No 4. Successful participants in

vocational training courses in Hungary

Years for

manual
jobs

initial training

for non-
manual

jobs

Training_ courses providing

sub-total

for
manual
jobs

further training

for jobs requiring
secondary level
education

sub-total Total

1970 97015 26405 123421 43089 40232 83321 206742

1975 70247 28565 98812 92268 41180 133448 232260

1980 86484 61664 148148 120139 75025 195224 343372

1981 86505 69000 155505 126107 54039 180146 335651

1982 78236 71872 150108 106445 67014 173459 323 567

1983 85719 55361 141080 105701 76788 182489 323569

1984 71939 51916 123855 109388 75739 185127 308982

1985 67483 64022 131505 144260 47313 191573 323078

1986 68405 54872 123277 126063 48826 174889 298166

(22.94) (18.41) (41.35) (42.28) (16.38) (58.65) (100.00)

Source:

Central Statistical Office



Table No 5.

Training courses - no. of successful participants

and course duration (1986)

Training courses providing

number

Total

initial further 11

training training''

1 000 hours or more 6 375 5 769 12 144 2.91

500 - 999 hours 6 564 4 673 11 237 2.70

250 - 499 hours 18 946 8 223 27 169 6.52

150 - 249 hours 25 263 14 362 39 625 9.51

50 - 149 hours 33 151 48 210 81 361 19.53

30 - 49 hours 12 835 54 606 67 4 16.19

10 - 29 hours 12 977 67 905 80 88'e 19.41

1 - 9 hours 5 857 68 273 74 130 17.79

Without fixed hours

or unknown 1 309 2 324 22 674 5.44

Total 123 277 274 34b 416 663 100.00

1)
including training of managers and preparation for state language exams.

Source:

Central Statistical Office
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Table No 6. Trainingcourses - no. of successful participants and

organizational form (1986)

Organizational
farm

for manual
jobs

initial training

Training courses providing

training

together number

Totalfurther

for non- together
manual jobs

for manual
jobs

for non-
manual jobs

Boarding course 8414 4941 13355 6939 15045 21984 35339 11.85

Full day course 7592 6584 14176 8977 5208 14185 28361 9.52

Course during
working hours 13478 12625 26103 38216 13997 52213 78316 26.27

Course partly during
working hours

- more than 2/3 6284 2085 8369 3819 6201 10020 18389 6.17
- from 1/3 to 2/3 5756 6370 14126 12333 2998 15331 29457 9.88
- less than 1/3 10098 4979 15077 7134 2018 9152 24229 8.1?

Course out of
working hours 16106 123k" 28430 34374 1655 36029 64459 21.61

Directed sear- training

- with consultations 420 1041 1461 8105 461 8566 10027 3.36
- with examination 235 1923 2158 6166 1243 7409 9567 3.21

Unknown 22 22 22 0.01

Total 68405 54872 123277 126063 48826 174889 298166 100.00

Source:

Central Stat!stical Office



Table No 7.

Successful participation in vocational training courses in Hungayy - age structure

Age groups 29+ 30-39 40-49 50+ Age unknown Total

1980. 35.0 48,5 8.2 8.3 100.0

1981. 35.1 49.2 7.9 7.8 100.0

1982. 35.4 52,6 8.3 3.7 100.0

1983. 34.1 51.8 8.5 5.6 100.0

1984. 31.9 53.6 8.3 6.2 100.0

1985. 28.0 34.1 23.2 9.1 5.6 100.0

1986. 29.3 36.3 21.5 6.9 6.0 100.0

Source:

Central Statistical Office



Table No 8. Youth labour resources in Hungary (1971 -87)

(School leavers who do not continue their studies)

Years 1971 1975 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

Higher education graduates 6.1 8.9 12.2 12.3 11.7 1'.6 11.1 11.0 10.5 10.3 10.3

Completed secondary school
or dropped out from higher
education 16.7 20.1 23.5 21.4 20.8 22.7 22.7 22.3 22.9 25.9 25.3

- completed general
secondary school 7.2 7.8 7.8 6.1 4.9 6.2 6.5 6.4 7.0 8.3 7.4

- completed vocational
secondary school 9.5 12.3 15.7 15.3 15.9 16.5 16.2 15.9 15.9 17.6 17.9

Passed skilled workers'
examination 36.9 36.9 37.3 37.8 36.2 34.2 35.7 36.0 38.0 36.9 37.7

Completed vocational
school for typists
and stenographers 2.4 2.5 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.4

Completed vocational
school for nurses 0.9 1.5 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.1

Completed primary school
or dropped out from
intermediate-level
education 26.8 20.4 19.9 21.5 23.6 24.2 23.4 23.9 21.8 20.5 19.5

Did not finish primary
school and reached the
age of 16 10.2 9.7 5.1 4.9 5.6 4.9 4.7 4.5 4.4 4.1 4.7

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1000 people (193.6) (155.1) (126.5) (123.4) (126.9) (126.2)(128.7) (134.0) (137.7) (140.4) (137.3)

Qualified 55.9 62.0 67.2 67.5 66.0 64.7 65.3 65.2 66.8 67.0 68.5

Non-qualified 44.1 38.0 32.8 32.5 34.0 35.3 34.7 34.8 33.2 33.0 31.5

Source:

Central Statistical Office
ok)



Table No 9. Sk lls and occu ations in vocational trainin in the state school s stem in Hun ar
Supervisory central agency

Min. of Mm. of Min. of Min. of Min. of Min. of Nat. Mm. of Ug. Centr. Min. of Nat. Min. of Total
Constr. Agric. health Office of int. R)st Stat, Finance Planning Ext.
and Orb. and Food Water Comm. Office Office Office Track

&poly

Educ. Ind. Trans.

1) Carplenentary
training for
secondary school -
leavers 1 1

2) Vocational
secondary schools 30 23 6 5 7 1 3 2 1

3) Technical
vocational
secondary schools
(4 + 1 years) - 5 7 _ _ _ _

4) Technical
vocational
secondary schools
skilled worker
training
(2 + 2 years) 26 1 1 1

5) Tedinical
vocational
secondary schools
technicians'
training
(2 + 3 years) 35 12 6 11 4 2

6) Qualifications
available only
for secondary
school-leavers 10 1 2

1)31) 1)
2

_ lem

1 3

78

12

29

,
13 . 4)



Table No 9. continued

7) Qualifications

available for

sec. school -

leavers gradates

at skilled workers'

school

(1, 1,5, 2 years) - 99 14 29 29 2 14 3 190

8) Qualifications

available only

for adults 1 4 2 6 1

9) Vocational

schools

(2, 3 years) 2 1 3

10) Qualifications

available at

vocational

secondary schools

by sec. school -

leavers

(2 years) 40 10 5 34 2 91

11) Skilled workers'

schools (3 years) - 84 10 29 26 2 12 1 164

12) Skilled worker

qualifications

in vocational

secondary school
(4 years) 41 13 5 34 2 95

Source:

Ministry of Education

1) Responsibility shared with Ministry of Education
..-t
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Table No 10.

The contents of skilled worker training in Hungary

Type of school General subjects

Training time (hours)
Specialized

theoretical practical
knowledge

Total

Skilled workers' school
(3 years) 894 822 1920 3636

(24.5%) (22.6%) (52.9%) (100.00%)

Vocational secondary
school
(4 years) 2376 992 1252 4620

(51.4%) (21.4%) (27.2%) (100.00%)

Source:

Ministry of Industry



Table No 11.

Skilled workers's schools: personnel and material conditions

Niter Niter Muter ?titer of Niter of Mober of
of of of students classrcans students

schools students teachers per per

teacher classrocm

Miter of tinter of Ratio of Nurber of Nuter of
training workplaces students student students in

reorkshcps in training

workshops

trained in

workshops

residences residences

1970. 214 223238 639 349.4 2515 88.8 111 10939 8.8 236

1975. 268 164591 929 177.2 2627 62.6 168 13174 14.1 237 33513

1980. 268 154096 1117 139J0 2823 54.6 208 14200 16.3 226 32582

1981. 264 157367 1132 139J0 2889 54.5 213 14883 17.0 218 32437

1982. 266 168567 1142 147.7 2874 59.7 225 15218 16.2 147 33325

1983. 269 174810 1184 147.6 2909 60.1 233 15176 15.5 144 32749

1984. 270 178044 1247 142.8 2991 59.5 235 15464 14.7 144 32051

1985. 274 176380 1201 146.9 3091 57.1 241 15516 14.6 147 31396

Source:

Central Statistical Office



Table No 12.

Vocational secondary schools: personnel and material conditions

Years
Number of
students

Number of
teachers

Number of
students
per teacher

Number of
classrooms

Number of
students
classroom

Number of
per students

in residences

Students in
residences as %of
all students

1970. 110303 6246 17.7 2811 39.2 27470 24.9

1975. 1"661 7415 14.5 3038 35.4 31397 29.2

1980. 113838 8821 12.9 3463 32.9 35742 31.4

1981. 116238 9078 12.8 3504 33.2 35133 30.2

1982. 120460 9202 13.1 3583 33.6 35679 29.6

1983. 124078 9480 13.1 3541 35.0 35663 28.7

1984. 127808 9757 13.1 3548 36.0 35771 28.0

1985. 130310 9976 13.1 3610 36.1 34942 26.8

Source:

Central Statistical Office



Table No 13. Training courses - successful participants according to branches of economic

activity (1986)

for manual

jobs

initial training

for non- total

manual jobs

Training courses providing

for manual for non-

jots manual jobs

further training

total router

Total

%

Industry 26925 4565 31490 38867 2631 41498 72988 24.49

Construction 5521 528 6049 10689 274 10963 17012 5.71

Agriculture and forestry 4071 392 4463 4281 549 4830 9293 3.12

Water supply 607 87 694 85 69 154 848 0.28

Land survey 156 156 - 191 191 347 0.12

Caynstication and transport 4306 1163 5469 8764 1174 9938 15407 5.17

Telemmunication 2546 1993 4539 1403 1115 2518 7057 2.37

Commerce and catering 4459 9b19 14279 4083 1353 5436 19714 6.60

Int.morganiztional

transport and pecking 17159 - 17159 2660 - 2660 19819 6.65

kcanting - 11764 11764 - 11427 11427 23191 7.78

Caiputertechnplogy 532 4202 4734 640 7610 8250 12984 4.35

Lao, state whinistsvition 1110 8318 9428 18498 7665 26163 35591 11.94

Education, culture 110 4443 4553 150 4759 4909 9462 3.17

Health service 557 3636 4193 855 7554 8409 12602 4.22

Others 502 3806 4308 35088 2455 37543 41851 14.04

Total 68405 54872 123277 126063 48826 174889 298166 100.00

Source:

Central Statistical Office

cal



Table No 14. Training courses - no. of successful participants and organizers (1986)

Organizers initial training
Training courses providing

further training Totalfor mama'
jobs

for non-
nenual jobs

tota for menial
jcbs

for non-
manual jobs

total miter

Ministries/central state
agencies 1149 1149 23 792 815 1964 0.66Mulls (local state
administration) 29 29 39 134 173 202 0.07Enterprises, cooperatives 31134 9165 40299 33971 9477 43448 83747 28.09Training mitres 16544 31689 48233 10219 25552 35771 84004 28.11Institutiors of
higher education

institutions of
secmiary education

607

14615

388

7087

995

2170e

858

4390

3023

4084

3881

8474

4876

30176

1.64

10.12Other institutiors
of education

1Mb

Other onganizations 5505 5365 10870 76563 5764 82327 903197 31.25Total 68405 54872 123277 126063 48326 174839 298166 100.00

Source:

Central Statistical Office



Table No 15. Trainin' courses - no. of successful particisants and mode of fundin. (1986)

for manual

jobs

initial training

for non- total

manual jobs

Training courses providing
further training

for manual for run- total nurber
jobs manual jobs

Total

The employer is the

organizer and bears

the costs 42401 13753 56154 36645 18207 54862 111005 37.23

The eoployer bears

the costs 13723 15441 29164 14501 20605 35006 64170 21.52

Theerployer and the

student (coployee)

Share the costs 9252 18926 28178 1877 4821 6693 34876 11.70

The student bears the

costs 2766 6042 8808 66368 2004 68372 77180 25.83

Training course

free of change 153 710 863 6655 3273 9928 10791 3.62

Unknown 110 110 17 16 33 143 0J05

Total 68405 54872 123277 126063 48926 1746E9 298166 100A0

Sour:

Central Statistical Office

h.
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Table No 16. Jobs offered to those leaving various types of school

(Number of jobs per 100 school l avers)

Those leaving 1983. 1984. 1985. 1986. 1987.

Primary schools 159 146 117 118 104

General secondary schools 68 59 46 45 40

Vocational secondary schools
(final secondary school
certificate) 108 96 80 77 64

Vocational secondary school
(skilled workers' certificate) 143 131 92 74 58

Skilled workers' : :hools 141 139 120 124 104

Vocational schools 95 86 83 70 63

Total 129 124 103 101 90

Source:

Labour Information Centre (MIK)
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